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Abstract: Interpersonal referrals can effectively promote purchases. In view of the low sales of green
products, this study introduces the referral reward program into green marketing and investigates the
impact of reward type on customers’ referral likelihood for green product. Through a lab experiment
with 302 participants in China involved, this study reveals the differential effects of monetary versus
donation rewards on existing customers’ referral likelihood. Specifically, compared with monetary
rewards, donation rewards are more effective in promoting recommendations. It is also indicated
that the perceived fit between the reward and green products partially mediates the relationship
between the reward type and referral likelihood. In addition, the relationship between the reward
type and perceived fit is moderated by consumers’ green product knowledge. This research not
only extends the literature on green marketing and referral reward programs, but also provides
feasible suggestions for government and enterprises to promote green products and to improve
social wellbeing.
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1. Introduction

The increasingly serious environmental problems highlight the importance of sus-
tainable development. In this case, more and more companies have begun to implement
environmentally friendly strategies and produce green products [1,2]. However, barely do
their actions receive an equally considerable response from customers. Only a few people
are willing to buy green products, which leads to very low sales of green products [3]. This
is largely due to customers’ insufficient understanding of green products and concerns
about product quality and environmental functions [4]. Research shows that interpersonal
recommendation can effectively reduce customers’ perceived risk and increase their will-
ingness to buy [5]. Therefore, companies should adopt effective methods to encourage
existing customers to recommend products to potential customers, which would help to
prompt potential customers’ purchase [6]. In the field of non-green products, numerous
companies have achieved good returns by designing and implementing referral reward
programs. Referral reward programs (RRPs hereinafter) refer to a marketing method
that encourages existing customers to refer potential customers by providing rewards
to existing customers [7–9]. However, in the field of green products, it is still unclear
how to design and implement the RRPs to effectively increase the referral likelihood of
existing customers.

The reward type is a key component of RRPs [10]. Among them, monetary rewards
and donation rewards are two types of rewards with opposite attributes. Specifically, the
self-interested attributes of monetary rewards are strong [11], while donation rewards,
which refers to enterprises donating to charities in the name of referrers, have more
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altruistic attributes (prosocial attributes). In the field of marketing for ordinary products,
monetary rewards are far more widely adopted than donation rewards. Many managers
and researchers even default the type of reward to monetary rewards. This is mainly
because monetary rewards have higher economic value than donation rewards, which help
to increase the attractiveness of monetary rewards to existing customers [11]. However, in
the field of green product marketing, little is known about what type of referral rewards
should be implemented. It should be noted that green products have strong pro-social
attributes, making them different from ordinary products [12]. In this case, for green
products, which kind of reward type (monetary rewards or donation rewards) is more
effective might depend on the matching degree of the characteristics between the reward
and the green product. Therefore, this study adopts the perceived fit as the mediation
variable and suggests that it can effectively explain the internal mechanism of the effect of
reward types on customers’ referral likelihood for green products. The degree of perceived
fit refers to the similarity or matching degree of attributes between objects [13–15]. Specific
to the context of the RRPs for green product, the perceived fit refers to the similarity or
matching degree of the attributes between the referral reward and the green product. In
addition, customers’ perception and understanding of things depends on their level of
knowledge [16]. In this case, it can be inferred that when customers have different levels of
knowledge about green products, their perceptions of the fit between the reward and the
green product may also be different. Thus, green product knowledge is introduced as a
moderating variable in this research.

This study focuses on green products, aiming to explore how reward type influences
existing customers’ referral likelihood for green products. Specifically, this study examines
the differential impact of monetary versus donation rewards on the referral likelihood and
explores the mediating role of the perceived fit in this process. Besides, the moderating
effect of green product knowledge on the relationship between reward types and the
perceived fit is also discussed. On one hand, this study contributes to the literature by
paying attention to the referral behavior and introducing the RRPs into the research of
green marketing; on the other hand, the impact of perceived fit between the reward and
green products is investigated in the context of RRPs, which contributes to an extensive
understanding of the impact of the perceived fit. Managerially, the conclusion of this
research can not only help enterprises to promote and publicize green products effectively,
but also provide some feasible suggestions for governments, enterprises and schools to
improve social well-being (such as increase customers’ knowledge of green products
through publicity and training).

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical
background. In Section 3, we develop the hypotheses of the current research. In Section 4,
the research method is shown. Section 5 provides the empirical analysis and the results
of data analysis. In Section 6, we conclude the paper with a discussion of the research
conclusions and implications.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Green Products and Green Marketing

Green products mainly refer to the products, in the whole process of which life cycle,
that meet specific environmental protection requirements, are harmless to human health,
harmless or minimal to the ecological environment, and of high resource utilization, low en-
ergy consumption, and conducive to resource regeneration and recycling products [17,18].
According to its definition, green product has strong pro-environmental and pro-social
attributes. In our daily practice, common green products include products made from
recycled or biodegradable materials and energy-saving appliances [19].

Existing research in the green marketing field can be divided into three categories.
The first category mainly explores the demographic characteristics of customers who are
willing to buy green products, such as gender, income, education, etc. Specifically, studies
have confirmed that women are more likely to choose and purchase green products than
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men [20]. Groups with higher education and income are more willing to pay extra for green
products [21,22]. In addition, the more children there are in the family, the more green
products the family purchase despite their decreasing willingness to pay extra for the green
products [22,23]. The second category is to identify the psychological factors that affect
consumers’ green buying behavior based on the consumer’s psychological decision-making
process. Consumers’ environmental psychological factors (such as environmental values,
environmental care and environmental responsibility) and moral psychological factors
(e.g., social norms, social identity and moral identity) are the most important psychological
factors that drive consumers’ green buying behavior [24–26]. The third category is based on
the external context factors such as products, prices, advertisements, and policies, analyzing
the green purchase obstacles caused by the premium of green products or investigating the
effects of the traditional marketing activities and policies on green purchase behavior.

To sum up, existing research on green marketing mainly focuses on the green purchase
behavior itself and pays little attention to the recommendation behavior of green products.
However, it should not be ignored that the unideal sales of green products are largely due
to customers’ insufficient understanding of green products and concerns about the product
quality. Although companies have invested a lot in traditional marketing activities such as
advertising and public relations to promote green products, the increasing greenwashing
and the declining advertising credibility have caused a losing trust of customers in market-
ing activities dominated by enterprises [27,28]. Thus, companies need to find a way that
customers trust to introduce and promote green products. Interpersonal recommendation
based on daily social connection, which has won trust from customers, is an effective way
to increase customers’ understanding of products and to reduce their perceived risk and
uncertainty. Therefore, making good use of interpersonal recommendations and exploring
ways to enhance the possibility of customer recommendations can help companies to
improve potential consumer trust and purchase intention.

2.2. RRPs and Reward Types

As an effective marketing tool to stimulate the referral, the RRPs have received great
attention and been adopted in the marketing practices of ordinary products. Rewards
are included in the program to promote existing customers to recommend products to
potential customers, thereby realizing the transformation of interpersonal social capital into
economic capital [10]. What’s more, the RRPs have been proven not only to help attract po-
tential customers, but also to maintain existing customers and increase their loyalty [29,30].
However, the existing research on RRPs mainly focuses on ordinary products, leaving its
effects on green products unclear.

The key to implementing RRPs is the design of the referral reward. A proper reward
type may increase the referral likelihood to a greater extent [31]. As stated, monetary
rewards and donation rewards are two quite different reward types. The main difference
between the two kinds of rewards lies in their attributes and the benefits they bring.
Specifically, monetary rewards have stronger self-interest attributes and bring economic
benefits to referrers [10,11]. As a contrast, donation rewards involve little personal financial
gain, instead, they generate psychological or social benefits [10]. In addition, donation
rewards show more care for the society, leading their typical features lie in their strong
pro-social attributes [10,32].

In the field of ordinary products, monetary rewards have been seen equally or more
effective in motivating customer referrals than the other types of rewards, because they
show higher economic value and greater freedom of use for recommenders, therefore, many
studies default the reward type to monetary rewards, such as Song et al. [33], Yu et al. [34],
and Wirtz and Chew [35] etc. However, green products, which have strong pro-social and
pro-environmental attributes, are significantly different from ordinary products. Moreover,
the design of the reward types should depend on the characteristics of the product [31].
In this case, it is necessary to further explore whether monetary rewards are more helpful
to improve existing customers’ referral likelihood for green products, and at the same
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time, how did it happen and under what conditions the effect of reward type will be
strengthened should also be investigated.

3. Hypotheses Development
3.1. The Effect of the Reward Type on Referral Likelihood

As mentioned above, monetary rewards have strong self-interest attributes, while
donation rewards have strong pro-social attributes. And the perceived fit reflects the
similarity or matching degree of the attributes between the referral reward and the green
product. In this case, it can be inferred that there is a higher perceived fit between donation
rewards and green products. Some research areas in marketing, such as brand expansion,
sponsorship and celebrity endorsement have analyzed the impact of the fit. However,
there are very few studies on the fit in the context of the RRP, especially the RRP for
green products.

Specifically, a large number of empirical studies on brand extension have emphasized
the importance of the perceived fit between the parent brand and its extended brand [36,37].
Volckner and Sattler [38] found that the fit between the parent brand and its extended brand
is the most significant driving force for successful brand extension. In addition, researchers
in the field of brand alliances also supported the concept of fit. Simonin and Ruth [39]
demonstrated that the high degree of fit between two brands in a brand alliance would
enhance customers’ attitudes towards the alliance. If the customer’s perceived fit is high,
the customer is more likely to experience a high cognitive consistency, which can prompt
them to respond positively [37,40,41]. Furthermore, in the related research on sponsorship
and celebrity endorsements, Mazodier and Merunka [42] uncovered that the perceived
fit between the sponsored event and the brand would have a positive impact on brand
trust. Similarly, the celebrity advertising programs would be more effective when there is
a close fit between celebrities and endorsement products [43–45]. In addition, literature
on olfactory cues [46] has also reached a similar conclusion that environmental odors that
are consistent with the retail environment (for example, the plant aroma in a flower shop)
can cast a positive impact on consumer’s selection process. By contrast, inconsistent odors
would have a negative impact.

In the context of the RRPs for green products, this article elaborates on the effect
of perceived fit based on relevant theory. Specifically, the effect of perceived fit can be
explained by consistency theory [47], cognitive dissonance theory [48], and classification
theory [13,49]. First, according to congruence theory [47] and cognitive dissonance the-
ory [48], customers tend to pursue cognitive and emotional consistency. This means that
when customers are faced with an RRP for green products, they will pay attention to the
cognitive consistency between the association stimulated by the green product and the
association of the reward [14]. Specifically, the higher customers’ perceived fit between the
green product and the reward, the more cognitive consistency of the stimulated associations
and the more positive emotional experience the consumers may perceive, which makes it
more possible for them to respond positively to the RRP. Second, the classification theory
believes that people will classify certain objects or information to help them effectively
process and understand the surrounding information [50]. If people regard an object as a
member of a certain category, their emotions and beliefs about other objects in this category
will be transferred to the object to a certain extent. Based on the classification theory [13,49]
and the definition of consumer’s perceived fit [13–15], a conclusion can be drawn that
when the perceived fit between the green product and the reward is high, customers are
more inclined to classify the green product and the reward as the same category in their
cognition system. In this case, they are more likely to transfer their existing positive atti-
tude towards the green product to the reward, resulting in an increase in their preference
for the reward and a higher referral likelihood. Therefore, this research proposes the
following hypotheses:
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Hypothesis 1 (H1). Compared with monetary rewards, donation rewards are more helpful to
increase customers’ referral likelihood for green products.
Hypothesis 2 (H2). Customers’ perceived fit mediates the effect of the reward type on their referral
likelihood for green products.

3.2. The Moderating Effect of the Green Product Knowledge

As stated, the reward type affects customer’s perceived fit between the reward and
green products. Furthermore, this study infers that the relationship between reward
types and perceived fit may also be affected by the knowledge about green products.
Existing research reveals that knowledge is a key factor affecting people’s interpretation
and perception of information, their evaluation of preferences, and a series of behaviors [16].
Specific to the context of green products, it can be deduced that if customers are occupied
with different levels of green product knowledge, they may show different perceptions and
responses to similar stimulus (such as the referral reward designed for green products).

Accordingly, customers with a higher level of green product knowledge would pay
more attention to the impact of products on the environment, and thus, they would be
more willing to buy green products [51]. Since the purchase of green products is a kind of
pro-social behavior [18], customers who are qualified with more green knowledge would
have a higher pro-social tendency. Compared with monetary rewards, donation rewards,
which have stronger pro-social attributes, show greater benefit to others and society. In this
case, customers with a higher level of green product knowledge would recognize donation
rewards more than those with a lower level of green product knowledge and perceive a
higher fit between donation rewards and green products. Therefore, this research proposes
the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The effect of the reward type on customers’ perceived fit is moderated by
their green product knowledge. Specifically, when customers have a higher level of green product
knowledge, the effect of reward type on their perceived fit will be enhanced.

In order to better understand the impact of reward type on the referral likelihood
and its mechanism, this paper draws a corresponding conceptual framework, as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research model.

4. Methods
4.1. Research Method

In order to test the hypothesis, a 2 (reward type: monetary reward vs. donation
reward) +1 control group (no RRP) between-subject experiment was conducted. The
experiment was conducted through questionnaires on Sojump. Similar to MTurk, Sojump
is a professional online survey platform in China and can provide access to data of a
quality equivalent to traditional sampling approaches [52]. Respondents who completed
the questionnaire were rewarded with Sojump points. 302 graduate students recruited
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in China participated in this experiment and were randomly assigned to one of the three
groups: the monetary reward group, the donation reward group, or the no RRP group.

The reasons for using the experimental scenario approach for data collection are as
follows. First, providing participants with a scenario rather than solely relying on their
memory of similar past experiences minimizes memory bias, which is a common problem in
surveys using self-reports [53]. Second, this experiment method could reduce the problems
that in terms of the research context involve the impact of personal circumstances [54].
Third, the approach could lead to a reduction of random noise during data collection by
providing the same scenario for all participants within one group. Finally, an experimental
setting provides an access to control the manipulated variables, which helps to enhance
the internal validity of the research results [55].

The applied scenarios involved the usage of a fictitious firm brand, which is called
Lucky Trolley in this study, as it is commonly done by leading researchers in the word-
of-mouth field [10,30]. By avoiding the usage of real brands, the authors sought to rule
out the influence of prior brand beliefs [56]. To control for potential differences, this study
incorporates product involvement as a control variable, which is consistent with existing
research on RRPs [10,57,58]. Product involvement reflects customers’ enduring perceptions
of the importance of a product category, according to their inherent needs and interests [59].
The higher product involvement customers have, the more likely they are to express their
emotions and convey word-of-mouth information to others [60].

4.2. Experimental Materials

The green product used in this experiment is an environmentally friendly backpack
which has been adopted by prior research (i.e., Yu et al. [12]). And the backpack is common
for our subjects (graduate student). Specifically, this study takes the eco-friendly backpack
sold on Jingdong Mall as a prototype [61], and appropriately modifies its description to
form the introduction to the backpack in this research. The introduction to the backpack
can be divided into two parts. The first part provides general information such as the
price and the capacity of the backpack. The second part introduces the environmental
protection properties of the backpack, main content including that the backpack is made
by 15 recycled water bottles as the main raw material, does not contain harmful substances
and has less pollution to the environment in the production process. Once abandoned, it
can be recycled again to maximize resource saving and reduce white pollution. To test
whether the backpack used in this study has green attributes, we conducted a pretest
through questionnaires on Sojump. 100 college students recruited online participated in
this pretest and were asked to evaluate the following two items adapted from Yu et al. [12]
on a 7-Likert type scale, namely, the backpack is a green product and people will think that
the user of the backpack is compassionate. Result shows that the backpack does has green
attributes (M = 5.50 > 4, t = 17.589, p = 0.000).

As for the information relevant to the RRP, the main content say that the Lucky Trolley
flagship store sends you a text message and invites you to participate in the referral reward
program. The procedure of joining this program is that you send a referral link to your
friends or acquaintances, and once they purchase the backpack through the link and their
receipt are confirmed, you will be rewarded accordingly. The description of the monetary
reward scenario is “You will receive a cash reward of 30 yuan ($4.61, equivalent to 15%
of the backpack price)”, while that of the donation reward scenario says “The store will
donate 30 yuan ($4.61, equivalent to 15% of the backpack price) to Charity School on behalf
of you”.

4.3. Experimental Procedure

The experiment was conducted in four steps: To begin with, all subjects were asked to
imagine that they had bought a backpack in the flagship store of Lucky Trolley Backpack.
Then, they went through the introduction about the backpack and imagined that they
had already used the backpack many times and felt very satisfied with it. In the second
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step, participants in the monetary reward group (donation reward group) were assigned
to read the introduction to the RRP and the monetary reward situation (donation reward
situation), while the control group was not asked to do so. Next, all participants reported
their referral likelihood. In the third step, subjects in the monetary reward group and
the donation reward group were asked to evaluate their perceived fit between the green
products and the reward, green product knowledge, however, the control group was not
required to evaluate these variables. Lastly, all participants answered their involvement in
the backpack and their demographic information.

4.4. Measurement of Variables

The questionnaire included four variables: the perceived fit, green product knowledge,
product involvement, and the referral likelihood. Mature scales from previous literature
were used in this study. Among these variables, the perceived fit, green product knowl-
edge, and product involvement are measured adopting the seven-point Likert type scale
(1 = strongly disagree, 7 =strongly agree). The scale of perceived fit was adapted from
Wang et al. [62]. The study employed the scale from Liobikien et al. [63] and Wang et al. [51]
to measure green product knowledge. The scale of product involvement was adapted from
Beatty and Talpade [64]. As for the referral likelihood, the scale was adapted from the
study of Ryu and Feick [53] using a 100-point scale (0% = certain not to recommend the
backpack; 100% = certain to recommend the backpack).

Before the questionnaire was officially distributed, we conducted qualitative inter-
views and a pretest to check the understandability of the items. 30 graduate students
from a university in Beijing, China participated in the interview and the pre-test. The
reliability and validity of the questionnaire were tested. Further modifications were made
to the questionnaire according to the feedback from the interviews and the pretest, which
would help to make it easier for the respondents to understand the items. In addition, the
measurement items are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Constructs and measurement.

Construct Item Factor Loading

Referral likelihood (adapted
from Ryu and Feick [53])

Please indicate your possibility of
recommending the backpack to others. —

Perceived fit (adapted from
Wang et al. [62])

The referral reward is suitable for
the backpack. 0.878

The referral reward has a good
correlation with the backpack. 0.789

For the backpack, the referral reward is
a logical choice. 0.888

Green product knowledge
(adapted from Liobikien et al.

[63] and Wang et al. [51])

In general, I know about the
environmental impact of the products I
buy and use.

0.704

I am agreed with that buying
environmentally friendly products can
make a real difference to the
environment.

0.786

Product involvement
(adapted from Beatty and

Talpade [64])

In general, I am very interested in the
information about backpacks. 0.738

Backpacks are very important to me. 0.899

Backpacks matter a lot to me. 0.866

I feel bored when other people talk to
me about backpacks. (Reversed code) 0.742
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5. Results

In this research, SPSS 18 and AMOS 20 were employed to analyze the data. First, the
reliability and validity of the measurement model were examined. Second, all hypotheses
in this study were tested.

5.1. Measurement Model

To evaluate the psychometric adequacy of the constructs, we conducted confirmatory
factor analysis. The factor loadings for each construct are shown in Table 1. The results
illustrate that all factor loadings are significant (p < 0.001), ranging from 0.704 to 0.899.
In addition, the results of reliability, validity and correlations analysis of variables are
shown in Table 2. Specifically, Cronbach’s alphas for the main constructs are 0.713 or above,
and composite reliability (CR) ranges from 0.715 to 0.889 (Table 2), both of which exceed
the benchmark of 0.7, suggesting that all of these measures are reliable [65]. Convergent
validity was assessed using the average variance extracted (AVE) from the constructs. All
constructs range from 0.557 to 0.727 AVE, well above the recommended value of 0.50. The
AVE of each construct exceeds its squared correlation to any other construct, assuring the
discriminant validity of the constructs.

Table 2. Reliability, validity and correlations analysis of variables.

Variable α AVE CR 1 2 3 4 5

1—Reward Type - - - 1
2—Referral Likelihood - - - 0.649 ** 1

3—Perceived Fit 0.885 0.727 0.889 0.551 ** 0.560 ** 0.853
4—Green Product Knowledge 0.713 0.557 0.715 −0.084 0.130 0.285 ** 0.746

5—Product Involvement 0.883 0.663 0.887 −0.011 0.197 ** 0.080 0.196 ** 0.814

Note: 1. ** p < 0.01; 2. The values on the diagonal are the square root of AVE.

5.2. Main Effect

Based on the independent sample t-test analysis, the referral likelihood in the monetary
reward group is significantly greater than the control group (no RRP) (Mmonetary = 68.78,
Mno RRP = 66.21, t(200) = 2.374, p = 0.019), and the referral likelihood in the donation
reward group is significantly higher than the control group (no RRP) (Mdonation = 81.99,
Mno RRP = 66.21, t(199) = 14.401, p = 0.000,). Further, as shown in Figure 2, the referral
likelihood in the donation reward group is also significantly greater than the monetary
reward group (Mdonation = 81.99, Mmonetary = 68.78, t(199) = 12.036, p = 0.000). Thus,
H1 is supported. Based on the analysis, we can find that compared with no RRP, both mon-
etary rewards and donation rewards can improve customers’ referral likelihood for green
products. What’s more, donation rewards will bring better results than monetary rewards.

5.3. Mediation Effect

According to the steps recommended by Baron and Kenny (1986), we verified the
mediation effect in four steps: (1) testing the effect of independent variable on dependent
variable; (2) examining the effect of independent variable on mediating variable; (3) testing
the effect of the mediating variable on dependent variable; (4) Based on the first step,
the mediating variable is added to predict dependent variable. If the effects of the first
three steps are significant, the effect of mediating variable is significant and the effect of
independent variable is not established in the fourth step, it can be speculated that the
mediating variable plays a full mediating role; while if both the independent variable and
mediating variable are significantly correlated with dependent variable, it can be judged
that the mediating variable plays a partial mediating role.

Following the mediation test steps above, we examined the mediating effect of the
perceived fit. As Table 3 shows, Model 2 reported the main effect that reward type is
positively correlated with customers’ referral likelihood for green products (β = 1.299,
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p = 0.000). Model 3 illustrated the regression equation of reward type on the perceived
fit, and the result indicated that rewards type is a positive correlation with the perceived
fit (β = 1.098, p = 0.000). Model 4 showed the regression equation of perceived fit on
referral likelihood, and the result reported that perceived fit is positively related to referral
likelihood (β = 0.552, p = 0.000). On the basis of Model 2, we added the mediating variable
of perceived fit into the regression equation in Model 5 and the result reported that reward
type is still positively related to referral likelihood (β = 1.001, p = 0.000), and perceived
fit is positively related to referral likelihood (β = 0.272, p = 0.000), which reveals that the
perceived fit plays a partial mediation role. Therefore, H2 is supported.

Figure 2. Customers’ referral likelihood in different groups.

Table 3. Hierarchical regression results.

Dependent
Variables

Referral Likelihood Perceived
Fit Referral Likelihood

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

Constant −0.036 −1.941 *** −1.944 *** 0.148 −1.413 ***
Gender 0.023 −0.003 0.189 −0.093 −0.054
Product
Involvement 0.193 ** 0.203 *** 0.064 0.163 ** 0.186 ***

Reward Types 1.299 *** 1.098 *** 1.001 ***
Perceived Fit 0.552 *** 0.272 ***
R2 0.039 0.463 0.320 0.339 0.513
Adj.R2 0.029 0.455 0.309 0.329 0.503
F 4.011 * 56.592 *** 30.835 *** 33.665 *** 51.633 ***

Note: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.

Meanwhile, in order to improve the robustness of mediating effect, this study also
used bootstrapping to verify the mediating effect. The Bootstrap sample size was set at
5000 and the confidence interval was set at 95%. The results show that the total effect
of the reward type on the referral likelihood for green products is significant (β = 1.299,
SE = 0.106, 95% BootCI = [1.090, 1.509]), and the indirect effect of the reward type on the
referral likelihood for green products is significant (β = 0.298, SE = 0.071, 95% BootCI =
[0.172, 0.450]), after controlling the perceived fit, the direct effect of the reward type on the
referral likelihood for green products is still significant (β = 1.001, SE = 0.113, 95% BootCI =
[0.780, 1.220]). Again, the partial mediation role of perceived fit is verified, supporting H2.
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5.4. Moderating Effect

We used a three-step method to examine the moderating effect of green product
knowledge [66]. In the first step, in order to eliminate the unequal contribution of variables
and reduce multicollinearity, we standardized the continuous variables, and then created
an interaction term between the independent variable and moderation variable. In the
second step, the dependent variable (the perceived fit), control variable, independent
variable and moderator variable were put into the regression equation in turn. In the third
step, the interaction term was put into the regression equation.

According to the above analysis steps, we analyzed the moderating effect of green
product knowledge. As seen in Table 4, the green product knowledge positively moderates
the relationship between the reward type and customers’ perceived fit (β = 0.232, p = 0.035).
Thus, H3 is supported. That is, compared with the situation where customers have a
low level of green product knowledge, the impact of reward types on their perceived
fit will be enhanced when they have a high level of knowledge about green products.
More specifically, for every increase of one standard deviation of the customers’ green
product knowledge, the standardized regression coefficient of the reward type to customers’
perceived fit will increase by 0.232.

Table 4. Analysis of moderating effect.

Variable
Unstandardized

Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients t p

B Std. Error Standardized B

Constant −2.013 0.244 −8.262 0.000
Gender 0.186 0.113 0.092 1.650 0.101

Product Involvement 0.002 0.056 0.002 0.033 0.974
GPK 0.226 0.073 0.226 3.103 0.002

Reward Type 1.154 0.108 0.579 10.703 0.000
GPK × Reward Type 0.232 0.109 0.152 2.121 0.035

Note: 1. Dependent variable = Perceived fit; 2. GPK = Green product knowledge.

In order to better understand the moderating effect, we need to plot it. First, the mean
of green product knowledge was calculated. Second, we created high and low levels based
on above and below one standard deviation from mean of green product knowledge. Third,
we drew the relationships between constructs [67,68]. Figure 3 exhibits the moderating
effect of green product knowledge.

In addition, as Figure 3 shows customers with a higher level of green product knowl-
edge perceive a higher fit between monetary rewards and green products than those with
a lower level of knowledge of green products. The possible explanation for this result is
as follows. Customers who have a higher level of green product knowledge usually pay
more attention to environmental protection. Faced with monetary rewards, they will con-
sider that this approach adopted by enterprises will help the promotion of green products
and have a positive impact on the environment, which leads them to treat the monetary
rewards with a more tolerant attitude and to hold that implementing monetary rewards
for green products is not particularly inappropriate, thus, enhancing their perception of
the fit between monetary rewards and green products. On the contrary, as for customers
with a lower level of green products knowledge, they might take less consideration of the
positive impact of monetary referral rewards on environmental protection and attribute the
company’s behavior to its purpose of increasing profits, which will result in their stricter
way to treat monetary rewards. Hence, they will perceive more inconsistent between
monetary rewards and green products, that is, relatively low fit.
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6. Discussion
6.1. Conclusions

As an effective marketing method to promote existing customers to recommend prod-
ucts to potential customers, the RRP has not received enough attention from researchers
in the field of green marketing. Therefore, this article introduces the RRP into green
products marketing. Based on the perspective of existing customers (i.e., recommenders),
this research investigates the impacts of the reward types on existing customers’ referral
likelihood for green products and analyzes the process of this impact and the conditions
under which the influence of the reward type will be enhanced.

As mentioned above, in the field of general products marketing, monetary rewards
are more widely used and considered equally or more attractive than other types of
rewards [69]. However, this study finds that the above conclusions are not applicable to the
green products. The research shows that donation rewards are more effective than monetary
rewards in promoting existing customers’ referral likelihood for green products. This result
can be explained based on the referrers’ perception process. Specifically, compared with
monetary rewards, donation rewards and green products have a perceptual fit of higher
level, which contributes to improving existing customers’ cognitive consistency between
the reward and green products, then leads to their higher referral likelihood for the green
product. In other words, the perceived fit plays a mediating role in the relationship between
the reward types and the referral likelihood. Through the above analyses, it can be found
that the customers do not always seek to maximize economic value. On the contrary,
in the context of green products, the perceived fit between green products and rewards
plays a more important role in the process of rewards influencing their recommendation
behavior. However, most previous studies on the RRPs did not pay attention to the
perceived fit between the reward and the product, especially for the RRPs designed for
green products [10,11].

In addition, knowledge can influence consumers’ perception and preference [16]. In
this research, we find that green product knowledge positively moderates the relation-
ship between the reward types and the perceived fit. The higher level of green product
knowledge a consumer is qualified with, the higher fit he or she would perceive between
the donation reward and green products. Existing research on green product knowledge
mainly investigate its positive effect on customers’ purchase intentions for green prod-
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ucts [70,71]. For example, Wang et al. [51] reveal that green product knowledge positively
impacts perceived consumer effectiveness, then increase consumers’ green purchase inten-
tion. This research that is based on the context of green product referral finds that green
product knowledge will enhance the impact of reward types on the perceived fit. In this
case, it can be concluded that improving customers’ knowledge of green products will not
only help promote them to purchase green products, but also help improve their perception
of the fit between donation rewards and green products, thereby improving their referral
likelihood for green products.

6.2. Theoretical Contributions

This research contributes to the existing literature in the following ways. First, this
research focuses on the referral behavior of green products and extends the literature on
green marketing by introducing the RRP. Previous research on green marketing mainly
focuses on the purchase of green products, analyzing the demographic characteristics
of customers who buy green products, the factors that influence customers to purchase
green products, and some traditional marketing methods that promote customers to
buy green products, such as advertising [1,3,72], promotion [73,74], etc. However, few
studies have paid attention to the recommendation for green products, despite the fact
that interpersonal recommendations can effectively reduce customers’ perceived risk and
promote their purchasing intentions. Therefore, it is important to explore how to encourage
existing customers to recommend green products. To this end, this article introduces
the RRP into green marketing and analyzes its role in improving the existing customers’
referral likelihood for green products, providing a new perspective for the promotion of
green products.

Second, this study expands the product type that RRPs applicable to. Existing re-
search on RRPs mainly focuses on ordinary products, but leaves green products ignored.
However, green products, which play a crucial rule in saving resources and protecting the
environment, are significantly different from ordinary products. Therefore, it is necessary
to conduct relevant research specifically for green products. This research is perhaps the
first one to study how to design and implement the RRP for green products.

Third, this study contributes to an extensive understanding of the impact of perceived
fit. We reveal the internal mechanism underlying the impact of reward types on customers’
referral likelihood for green products and illustrate that compared with monetary rewards,
the perceived fit between the donation reward and the green product is higher, which, in
turn, leads to a greater referral likelihood. The findings of the impact of perceived fit in
the context of RRP designed for green products are consistent with the conclusions in the
fields of brand development [36,37], sponsorship [42] and celebrity endorsement [43–45],
providing further evidence for the positive effect of fit.

Finally, this article expands the research on green product knowledge from the context
of green purchase to the context of green product recommendation. Existing research on
green product knowledge is mainly based on the context of green purchase to study its
direct or moderating effects [51,70,71]. In this research, we extend it to the recommendation
context and find that green product knowledge would positively moderate the relationship
between reward type and perceived fit.

6.3. Managerial Implications

First, companies should implement the RRP for green products. Interpersonal recom-
mendation can effectively increase customers’ purchase intentions, and the implementation
of the RRP can significantly enhance the possibility of existing customers’ recommendation
for green products, regardless of the reward type. For this reason, existing environmental
protection companies should pay attention to the RRP and invest corresponding marketing
resources to the RRP to improve existing customers’ referral likelihood as much as possible.

Second, when the reward cost is constant, companies should implement donation
rewards more. For green products, donation rewards are better than monetary rewards
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in enhancing the possibility of customer recommendation. For this reason, managers
should invest more energy and marketing resources on donation rewards. For example,
companies could increase their attention and devotion to existing charitable donations, or
they can take the initiative to contact some local governments or organizations that have
not yet carried out charitable donations but do need assistance. This will not only help the
companies implement the RRP more effectively, but also will help them better fulfillment
social responsibilities and improve their reputation.

Third, government and relevant non-governmental organizations (NGO), schools, and
companies should work together to promote the dissemination and sharing of green prod-
uct knowledge. The higher level of knowledge about green products existing customers
have, the higher the perceived fit between donation rewards and green products. Green
product knowledge is representative of social concern and would help to reinforce the idea
of the social construct at work in the fit of a social benefit producing positive affect (referral).
More importantly, donation rewards can not only help to improve the effect of the RRP,
but also contribute to the improvement of the well-being of the entire society. Therefore, to
maximize the positive effect of donation rewards, government and relevant NGO, schools,
and companies should work together to increase customers’ green product knowledge.
Specifically, government departments and NGO related to environmental protection should
strengthen the promotion and training of green product knowledge, such as increasing
the shooting and broadcasting of public service advertisements related to environmental
protection and green consumption, and calling for companies to train their employees on
green product knowledge, etc. At the same time, schools should also take actions to spread
green product knowledge, trying to provide students with accesses to visit and learn from
environmental protection companies. As for companies, firstly, they should highlight the
green attributes of products in the design of packaging, advertising and RRPs; secondly,
sales staff should consciously impart relevant green product knowledge to customers while
promoting green products; thirdly, companies should also make good use of social media.
They can invite key opinion leaders to publish topics about green product knowledge
on social media to encourage customers to participate in the discussion actively, thereby
improving customers’ green product knowledge.

6.4. Limitations and Future Research Directions

Although this study has drawn some useful conclusions, there are still several limi-
tations. First, this research investigates the moderating role of green product knowledge
in the relationship between the reward type and customers’ perceived fit, however, there
might be other moderation variables such as existing customers’ thinking type (analytic or
holistic), cognitive ability, and transaction tendency, etc., which can be further explored in
the future. Second, this study was conducted in China. Although there are no constructs of
country and cultural background in the research framework, and the promotion and con-
sumption of green products are the common topics in the world, it may be more rigorous
to further verify the conclusions of this study to other countries in the future. Third, this
study was conducted based on the environmentally friendly backpack industry. Future
research can replicate this research to other green product industries. Finally, this research
adopts the method of scenario experiments to reveal the relationship between variables.
Although the scenario has been set to imitate the real scene as much as possible, there are
still some differences between the experiment scenario and the actual scene. For future
research, longitudinal research methods and enterprise or industry data can be used to
improve the external validity of the research results.
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